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NOMAPACK®
The perfect fit protection

At NMC we have been constantly developing our
technologies for half a century so that we can provide
sustainably for a good feeling with mature products. We focus
on the development of technical foams for the manufacture of
packaging and protective profiles, among other things.
Product packaging should provide protection against
scratching, breakage and impacts, so that goods can
be transported intact – whether in the automotive industry,
construction and living areas or whether they are high-quality
consumer products.
NOMAPACK® has the right solution for this: the innovative
material offers reliable protection and is particularly light,
which is also an important advantage for transport.
Apart from functionality, though, the developers haven’t
forgotten the looks. This factor shouldn’t be underestimated,
because the presentation of the goods together with the
packaging can have a great influence on the purchase
decision of a potential customer.
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Our standard range – consisting of 7 product lines and
13 profile variants – offers the right solution for virtually all
packaging needs.
And if that should not be the case at any time, then we
develop tailor-made packaging solutions for your products.
However unusual the composition and shape, our specialists
work together with your experts to find a solution so that your
product gets the packaging it deserves.
Not least thanks to our innovative finishing processes, we get
the supposedly impossible from our foams, even in the face
of the greatest challenges.
With NOMAPACK® your quality product reaches the end
customer safely.
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NOMAPACK® and its product range
NOMAPACK® U
the edge protector for every application
- protected and universally usable

The NOMAPACK® U-series consists of effective protection
profiles for edges and curves of all types. Thanks to the
various dimensions and thicknesses and thanks to the
possibility to develop bespoke profiles, you’ll always find
suitable protection for your product with NOMAPACK® U.

U stretch

U  HD

U long  
legs

U tulip

Some products from the U-series:
The „original“ – proven and reliable.
Also available with „V“ mitred cut for a perfect
fit to any radius or angle.
Extended sides for tapered corners and edges.

Ideal for heavy items that necessitate a high
compressive strength.

With protected strech system for widths of more
than 120 mm.
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NOMAPACK® WS
break-proof from A to B
- the edge protector for glass, sheet metal and narrow edges
NOMAPACK® WS is the innovative transport protector
for windscreens and glass products. The additional inner
hole reinforcement prevents sharp edges from piercing the
profile and thus offers perfect protection for your product. An
extensive range of tool accessories facilitate the processing of
the NOMAPACK® WS profile.

WS
40 x 30

WS
45 x 26

WS  33 x
26 - CYC

WS
33 x 26

Some products from the WS-series:
Protection with a high clamping force; suitable
for edge thicknesses from 3 to 6 mm or windscreens without a rubber lip.
Reliable protection for glass items, mirrors and
sensitive metal parts. With „V“ mitred cut and
perforations at distances of 160 mm for cutting
to length yourself.
Universal transport protection for windscreens
with or without a rubber lip.

Transport protection, ideal for windscreens with
a rubber lip on the inner side.
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NOMAPACK® L

the reliable protection
for corners and edges

NOMAPACK® C

the customer-specific
packaging profile

NOMAPACK® L and NOMAPACK® C provide reliable
protection for corners and edges made of glass, wood,
plastic or metal.
NOMAPACK® C is additionally suitable for use as a spacer
for industrial storage.
Some products from the L and C-series:

C 25 x
10-10

C Rectangular

C BTH

L

Fast, inexpensive and reliable protection, with or
without adhesive.

Protection for sensitive edges, such as bathroom
ceramics.

Small spacer with a big effect. Ideal for
separating sensitive surfaces.

Flexible all-round protection for long and narrow
items.
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NOMAPACK® PAD
self-adhesive spacing pads
- the punctiform transport protection
NOMAPACK® PAD: available in various dimensions with
removable or permanently adhesive glue.
NOMAPACK® GLASS PAD protects glass panes or panels
against scratches, cracks and breakages during any type of
transport or storage.

Rectangular PAD

Packaging pads for separating sensitive goods
or fixing them in place. The pads are prepunched so that the desired length can be cut
off simply and cleanly.

Glas
PAD

Some products from the Pad series:

NOMAPACK® GLASS PAD prevents scratches
or scuffs and holds solely due to its suction force,
which does not leave any residues or traces
behind.
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NOMAPACK® O
the all-round protection

NOMAPACK® O offers an extensive selection of round
profiles in various diameters and wall thicknesses, which have
been specially developed for the protection of round bodies
or elongated items.

Round Cut
Corner

Round

O Door
Protection

O

Some products from the O-series:
Protection for round bodies and sensitive items.
Ideal for furniture legs, bicycle frames, exercise
machines and much more.
All-round protection, so that even removals, building and renovation work cannot harm your
door frames and edges.
The protective padding for storage and
transport.
Easily adaptable and convertible.
The special protector for corners – simple to
attach.
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NOMAPACK® SYSTEM
the frame for sensitive goods

NOMAPACK® SYSTEM is the efficient transport protector
for sensitive goods. Thanks to its directly extruded, specially
developed L-shape with integrated holes, it offers ideal protection against impacts and vibration and is easy to process
into a packaging frame.

SYSTEM
Corner

SYSTEM

Some products from the System series:
Particularly suitable for sensitive items such as
medical devices or high-tech products. Ideal for
the manufacture of frames.
Prefabricated corners for simple attachment.
Available only on enquiry.
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NOMAPACK® and its areas of application
CONSTRUCTION
NOMAPACK® - robust and reliable on the building site

Dust, noise, dirt: Pressure on the building site is high and time
is short. In the rush, sensitive items aren’t always handled with
kid gloves. Stumbling blocks and rough transport from A to B
can represent a big risk for doors, radiators, solar panels or
window frames.
However, NOMAPACK® is the right solution even on the
building site: The innovative and versatile foam profiles
reliably protect against all kinds of damage here.

NOMAPACK® U Multishape
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GLASS
PAD

Pad Rectangular

L
50x50-6

O Door
Protection

U tulip extra
padding

Here are some products that are suitable for the construction sector:
Optimum padding for heavy goods with an
extra-thick base for a variety of uses.

For the protection of door frames and edges
during removals, building and renovation work.

Fast, inexpensive and reliable protection, with or
without adhesive.  
NOMAPACK® U Fep

Pre-punched packaging pads for separating
sensitive goods or fixing them in place. Available with removable or permanently adhesive
glue.
NOMAPACK® GLASS PAD protects glass
panes or panels during any type of transport or
storage and prevents scratches or scuffs.
NOMAPACK® U Stretch
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AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

NOMAPACK® - for cars free from scratches and dents

Whether high-end consumer or in the middle class – new
cars are well taken care of and often jealously protected.
Like people, new cars and their individual parts have their
sensitive points. Bumpers and doors are particularly at risk
during transport. In the spare part trade, on the other hand,
it must be possible to store and deliver components such
as shock absorbers, bonnets or windscreens intact. These
elements sometimes have sharp edges and thus require
sophisticated and robust packaging.
NOMAPACK® offers them reliable protection and is
completely removable afterwards. Not only that, our
solutions can easily be integrated into existing assembly line
productions. The consequence: maximum protection and
guaranteed product quality, from manufacturing to delivery
to the end customer.

NOMAPACK®  WS 33x26 - YC

NOMAPACK® Pad
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L65 x 65
-10

NOMAPACK® WS is a protected transport
protector for windscreens. The symmetry of the
profile with inner hole reinforcement is adapted
to the pane.

WS  33 x
26 - CYC

C 25 x
10-10

Protection for wheel rims of all kinds. Thanks to
its special cutting pattern, the product is flexible
and wraps itself precisely around the wheel rim
to be protected.

WS
60x30

Some products that are suitable for the automotive industry:

NOMAPACK® U 6-12

NOMAPACK® C provides flexible protection
for long and narrow items, such as shock
absorber guides, among other things.
Reliable protection for glass items, mirrors and
sensitive metal parts. With „V“ mitred cut and
perforations at distances of 160 mm for cutting
to length yourself.

NOMAPACK® WS
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Room

NOMAPACK® - for a beautiful home

A home should offer quiet and security. Lovingly selected
furniture gives one a feeling of well-being and cosiness.
So that the furniture arrives home intact, NOMAPACK®
offers intelligent packaging solutions for the transport and
storage of living room, bathroom and office furniture. Thanks
to the various profiles, the shape and material of the furniture
is unimportant - NOMAPACK® adapts itself to your needs.

NOMAPACK® L

Our passion and motivation is to transport your furniture
without scuffs and scratches from the production to the end
customer.
NOMAPACK® U Tulip Corner
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U FEP

O Round

U 6-12

U Multishape

Some products that are suitable for this branch of industry:

NOMAPACK® U

This profile is characterised by its high flexibility
thanks to the „V“ mitred cut, which adapts to
every radius and angle.
The edge protector for products with beading and
seals, such as glass. Also available with PE inner
hole reinforcement for sharp edges.
NOMAPACK® Glass Pad

The protective padding for storage and transport – easy to adapt and convert.

The versatile protective profile with a particularly
large internal diameter.
NOMAPACK® O
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CONSUMERS / CONVERTING
NOMAPACK® - lovely shell, intact core

The image of a brand can stand and fall with its visual
appearance. The purchase decision of a potential consumer
can be influenced to no small amount by the product
packaging. An aesthetic wrapper is thus an added value
and a major step towards sales success.
The life-science sector, however, demands quite a bit more
from its packaging solutions: Medicines and vaccines must
reach the patient safely and germ-free. Sensitive substances
demand packaging that protects what’s inside and isolates it
from the outside world at the same time.
The consumer sector, conversely, focuses on other properties,
such as efficient assembly line work, space-saving logistics
solutions and an appealing presentation of the goods.

NOMAPACK® Pad

NOMAPACK® Plank

NOMAPACK® WS Corner 70°

Whether it’s for medicines or the latest TV model –
NOMAPACK® finds a secure, aesthetic and reliable
packaging solution. Together we turn your ideas into foam.

NOMAPACK® U Long legs
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SYSTEM
AS

U 8-12

SYSTEM

U  HD

Some products that are suitable for the consumer sector:

NOMAPACK® U thicker base

Ideal for heavy items that necessitate a high
compressive strength.

Particularly suitable for sensitive items such as
medical or high-tech products.
Also ideal for the manufacture of frames.
The small profile with longer sides. The ideal
packaging solution for ground glass edges.

For electrical installations in which electrostatic
charging should be avoided.
Available on enquiry.
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45x26 CBC

50x50

40X30 CBC

20-30
35-50

33x26 E-P

U TULIP 45-70
U 6-12

0-6

45-70

6-12
6-12 E-P
6-12 CBC

U FEP

  5 - 15
15 - 25
25 - 35
35 - 45
45 - 60
60 - 80
80 -100

WS 33x26 edge
pad CYC

U TULIP CORNER
u 0-6

15-25/80
30-38
30-45/55

U HD

U TULIP
MULTISHAPE
U 0-3

0-3

WS 33x26 edge
pad YC

33x26 CYC

U EXTRA
PADDING

U TULIP
U TULIP STRETCH
+ corner
U 12-18

12-18

  5 - 15 MS
15 - 25 MS
25-35 MS
35-45 MS

WS 60x30

35x26 BC
35x26 CBC

100-120

WS CORNER 70°

33x26 BC
33x26 CBC

5 - 15
15 - 25
25-35
35-45
45 - 60
60 - 80
80 -100
100 -120

WS 40x30

WS 33x26
BC/CBC
WS 35x26

NOMAPACK® WS

8-12

WS 33x26 CYC

  0-30/70
30-40/70

WS 45x26

U TULIP
LONG LEGS

10-20
20-35
30-45
45-65
60-85
30-45/51

U 8-12

NOMAPACK® U

U CLASSIC

NOMAPACK® - complete overview		

FEP

33x26 E-P
CYC
G

60x30 CBC

F
H

G

EP = Edge Pad = V-Cut and perforations all 160 mm      CBC/ CYC = with inside reinforcement (coextrusion)     HMP = permanent adhesive (transparent Release)      HMR = removable adhesive (white Release)
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30mm
40mm
50mm

20mm
30mm
40mm
50mm
60mm

09mm
13mm
20mm
25 mm

52x17

O Round
O round
cut corner
O door
protection

O UNSLIT

O SLIT
O PRESLIT

BTH

15-9
18-9
22-9
28-9
35-9
42-9

TUFF PAD

50x50
100x50

NOMAPACK® O

C 25x10-10
C Rectangular
C BTH

25x10-10

NOMAPACK® TUFF PAD

45x45x8+2
45x45x10+2
45x45x12+2

SYSTEM

50x10
50x20
50x50
65x25
100x25
100x50

SYSTEM HD

GLASS PAD

NOMAPACK® C

65x65-10

NOMAPACK® SYSTEM

L
L
HMR adhesiVE

50x50-6
HMR
75x75-10
HMR



PAD

Available in HMR or HMP

L
RIM PROTECTION

NOMAPACK® L
NOMAPACK® PAD

50x50-6
75x75-10

15-5
18-5
22-5
28-5
35-5

R75mm/2,2m
R100mm/2,2m
R150mm/1,85m

100-10
100-15
100-20

75-10
75-15
75-20   

114x13/2m
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NOMAPACK®
Why NMC?

NOMAPACK® encompasses a wide standard range
of reliable packaging profiles. And if there’s no suitable
protective profile for your product, we at NMC develop
bespoke packaging together with your experts.
However unusual the shape and properties, we find the right
solution to every challenge, in keeping with our motto «every
task can be solved».
It’s not for nothing that we are experienced professionals in
the field of foam technology: our specialists develop around
250 new products every year, thus creating the basis for
future innovations.
However. NMC’s strengths include not only clever, individual
solutions, but also the all-encompassing service that goes
with them. 15 networked logistics centres and subsidiaries
with extensive stock levels guarantee fast, competent delivery
throughout Europe.
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Why NOMAPACK®?

NOMAPACK® is resistant to impacts, abrasion and scuffing. The products to be protected are thus ideally cosseted and preserved.
Whether humidity, water or temperature fluctuations – NOMAPACK® is indestructible and protects your product reliably against external influences.
It absorbs impacts and impresses with its multi-shock properties.
NOMAPACK® consists of environmentally friendly materials such as PE-LD. The foam is dirt-repellent, washable and thus very hygienic.
Not only that, NOMAPACK® is recyclable and thus makes a valuable contribution to environmental protection and sustainability.
NOMAPACK® packaging is light as a feather, saves space and therefore ultimately transport costs, too. In addition to our standard products we
offer numerous bespoke foam solutions.
Our packaging adapts to every product shape and is available in numerous profile sizes - and all of that without fixing aids. In addition, it is easy
to attach and remove again, allowing a limitless range of applications.
In NOMAPACK®, NMC offers a wide standard range and many custom shapes. However, we also develop reliable tailor-made solutions together
with you in the shortest possible time.
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NOMAPACK®
Our technologies

Whatever the densities, colours and shapes – our strengths
are the development and production technologies for the
manufacture of technical foams.
Despite more than 40 years of experience in foam extrusion,
we continue to develop ourselves in order to guarantee
constant technological progress in our branch of industry.
More than 60 state-of-the-art production lines and assembly
equipments across Europe meet the worldwide demand.
Numerous work methods such as extrusion, foam moulding,
melting, milling and cutting processes make a wide range of
manufacturing options possible. We can thus offer all-round
customer-oriented foam production with versatile and flexible
manufacturing processes – not only for NOMAPACK®.
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Foams are just as versatile as the contents of the packaging. Regardless of whether a packaging profile should be particularly light, hard, soft or
flexible, NMC has the necessary know-how to realise your ideas, too.
There are virtually no limits to the technical versatility: a density of 18 to 600 kg/m3, open- or closed-cell foams in the widest variety of shapes and
colours... our goal is to make all your ideas possible.
One work step, two machines: co-extrusion enables the combination of two foams with different properties. Hence, foams as well as numerous
other materials, including with colours, can be co-extruded.
Lamination enables the connection of foams with the most diverse materials. The joining of several layers of foam is also no problem, thanks to
mature processes.
Additives and co-polymers influence various technical properties of our products, such as compressive deformation, tear resistance, ultimate elongation, UV-resistance, fire behaviour, surface hardness, appearance and more.
Our range includes more than 15 standard colours for non-crosslinked and crosslinked foams. If your colour is not included, custom colours can be
supplied if desired.
Various patented finishing processes enables us to fulfil virtually all customer wishes. For instance, we can apply adhesives to profiles or residue-free
paints to protective foams. The use of permanent adhesive is also no problem for us.
If necessary we manufacture mass-produced profiles with special cuts, such as NOMAPACK® U Stretch or NOMAPACK® Multishape.
Thanks to intelligent cutting techniques the material is characterised by particularly high flexibility and load capacity. One profile is thus adequate
for the packaging of items in various sizes – ideal for the production or transport of your product.
25
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NMC
What’s really important to us

The subject of sustainability is constantly gaining in importance in our society. We at NMC also attach great importance to the harmonisation of
industry, environment and society. Specifically, that means that we preserve resources and deal responsibly with the environment – and ultimately
secure the long-term economic success of NMC through innovation.
It is through our conviction that we bear the responsibility for ensuring that neither people nor the environment are harmed by our products or our
working methods. For this reason NMC has defined standards for environment and safety that apply throughout the company.
The bases of these standards are the «Responsible Care» initiative and the EU chemical regulations of 2007 on the registration, evaluation and
authorisation of chemicals, known as REACH for short.
NMC attaches importance to compliance with the company-wide environmental and safety standards, for which reason all companies and branches
worldwide have obligated themselves to comply with the principles of our guidelines and goals, as well as the «Responsible Care» initiative.
Recycling is also an important topic at NMC. To mention just one example: our polyethylene scrap material, which is largely production-related,
is always recycled for that reason. This conviction will continue to guide us in future, because thinking in terms of quality and visionary actions
inevitably lead to greater quality of life.
Today, tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.
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